ATTILA D

Optronics Systems

HIGH PERFORMANCE PANORAMIC
MULTISPECTRAL OBSERVATION AND AIMING SYSTEM
ATTILA D is a Multispectral Optronic System designed
for day/night panoramic observation, detection,
identification and firing at both stationary and
moving surface and aerial targets. Two-axis primary
stabilisation allows operation from moving platforms
with no reduction in performance.
A high performance infrared focal plane array sensor
provides world-class night vision. The system also
includes a high definition colour CCD TV and eye-safe
Laser Range Finder (LRF). When integrated within a
Fire Control System (FCS), ATTILA D delivers a full
hunter-killer capability.
The use of standard digital interfaces simplifies
integration and configuration within an Observation
and Fire Control System (FCS).

APPLICATIONS
▪▪ Threat detection and target designation in an FCS
▪▪ Land situation awareness
▪▪ Anti-helicopter
▪▪ Day and night surveillance.

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
▪▪ Integrated panoramic Day/IR/LRF capability by
means of a co-aligned optronic assembly
▪▪ Continuous 360° LOS movement in traverse
▪▪ Wide LOS elevation range from –20° to +60°
▪▪ Third Generation FPA, IR camera operating in MWIR
bandwidth (3-5μm)
▪▪ Eyesafe Laser Range Finder (LRF)
▪▪ High accuracy two axis primary stabilisation
▪▪ Fully digital system & flexible interface to external
devices
▪▪ Easy fault location, maintenance and repair thanks to
BITE and modular design.
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ATTILA D

Stabilised Platform

TV Zoom
IR Camera

Laser Range Finder

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
USER INTERFACE
Video Interface			

THERMAL IMAGER (ERICA FF)
Digital SDI

Detector type			

HgCdTe (MCT) focal plane array

			Gigabit Ethernet

Cooling system			

Integrated Dewar cooler assembly

			Analogue

Size			

640 × 512 pixels

Controls			Ethernet

Pitch			16μm
Sensitivity (typical)		

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

< 15mK

Optical lenses

Elevation range			

–20° to +60°

Narrow FOV 			

2.4°× 1.9°

Traverse range			

N × 360°

Wide FOV			

10°× 8°

Stabilisation			

2 axis gyro stabilised

Electronic zoom			Available

Stabilisation accuracy		

< 0.1 mrad RMS

GLACE® - global/local area contrast enhancement

Maximum speed		

> 1.2 rad/s

Minimum speed			

< 0.2 mrad/s

(both axes)

LASER RANGE FINDER

Maximum acceleration		

> 2 rad/s²

(both axes)

Laser type			

Eyesafe (1.54μm)

Range			

100m to 10000m

(both axes)

HD TV COLOUR
Detector			

Precision			± 5m
1280 × 1024 Colour CCD
OTHER FUNCTIONS

Optical lenses
Continuous zoom		

2.4°× 1.9° to 24°× 19°

(10x)

Predefined position NFOV 		

2.4°× 1.9°

Picture-in-picture
Automatic tracking system

Predefined position WFOV 		

10°× 8°

Image processing and enhancement, both for TV and for IR videos

Electronic zoom			Available

Built-in-test equipment		

Automatic calibration and functional tests at

Video output			HD-SDI

			

start-up and on demand

Video format			1080P

User’s console

*GLACE is a digital processing suite operating on the RAW, uncompressed data of the detector, that locally analyses the image to obtain the best level of edge enhancement, contrast
and brightness for each area, avoiding saturation and restoring the missing details that are usually lost during video compression.
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